Sleep disorders in multiple system atrophy.
Complaints about sleep disorders and excessive daytime sleepiness are common among patients with multiple system atrophy. The diffuse neurodegenerative process that encompasses the key structures involved in the regulation of the sleep/wake transition and respiratory function may account for these complaints and for the most frequent polysomnographic findings in MSA, i.e., sleep-related breathing disturbances and REM sleep behaviour disorder, which are both treatable conditions. Nocturnal stridor is an inspiratory sound produced by complex vocal cord muscle dysfunction. Often occurring with sleep apnoea, stridor is associated with decreased survival. REM sleep behaviour disorder, a parasomnia characterized by loss of normal skeletal muscle atonia during REM sleep with prominent motor activity, is detected in almost all patients. The pathophysiology of both disorders is partially elucidated but increasing evidence points to the role of basal ganglia dysfunction.